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EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION OF GRIJMIC CIM 
SOILS m SOO'THWFSIERN SASKA'ICII:EHAN 

A.R. MERMUT AND 0 .F. 1IC'roN 

Irregular topography is a characteristic feature of the relatively 
yoong, glaciated Saskatchewan landscape. Therefore, denudational pro
cesses can be expected to be active in the modification of these land
scapes. Soils on steeper slopes, especially when cultivated, are par
ticularly susceptible to such processes. As the Soil Survey Staff 
(1951) has suggested, mana;em:nt is a major factor in determining the 
rate of erosion of cultivated lams such as these. 

Landscape analysis in pedological and geonorphological studies date 
back at least to Norton an:1 Smith (1930), who developed mapping criteria 
based on the close correlation between slope gradient and soil charac
teristics. Similar relationships were also reported by walker et al. 
(1968). Ruhe et al. (1967) indicated that a funda!Iental k110Wledge of 
the nature and the history of the landscape is a prerequisite to soil 
separations as part of the cartographic process and to soil genesis and 
the distribution of soils, in general. Recently, Huggett (1975) 
developed a model of soil genesis based on the analysis of the 
three~imensional larrlscape. 

The effect of slope on soil characteristics as well as on erosion 
and sedimentation in both open and closed draina;e systems has been en
haD:::ed by the development of models by Ruhe arrl walker (1968) an:1 walker 
and Ruhe (1968). Despite the differences that occur in absolute pedolo
genic and geomorphic parameters in different soils and landscapes, Ruhe 
(1969) contems that these models have universal applications. 

The relationship between soil formation and topography in Saskat
chewan has been well established (Ellis, 1957~ Acton and St. Arnaud, 
1963~ King et al., 1983), however, quantitative estimates of soil ero
sion are sparce (Begg, 19827 voroney et al. , 1981~ Nicholaichuk and 
Reed, 1968) • 

While analyzing the effect of cultivation on soil parameters, Chin 
(1972) foum that the transport of materials occurs on the hillslopes 
and that water is the main erosive a;ent on such landscapes in Saskat
chewan. Recent studies by Begg (1982) and de Jong et al. (198b71983) 
have tested the p::>tential of neasur ing the distribution of Cs to 
estimate the extent of soil erosion in Saskatchewan. 

Most early studies on soil erosion on the canadian prairies empha
sized wind erosion and practical nethcrls of control (D:lughty et al. , 
1949). Others, such as Toogcx:rl and Newton (1950), Toogcx:rl (1963) and 
Bryan (1974) quantified water erosion, especially in cultivated lands, 
in Alberta. 

Clay soils with grumic properties, developed on umulating to gently 
rolling topography in southwestern Saskatchewan have a granular surface 
and weakly developed subsurface structure and are obvioosly very suscep
tible to erosion when cultivated (Fig. 1) • According to Marmut and St. 
Arnaud (1983) , these soils have vertical isotropy and an active soil 
layer which can be measured easily and accurately. It is the aim of 
this study to estimate the anount of flux of soil materials in these 
clay soils and the impact of cultivation on this flux using landscape 
analysis :roothcrls. 
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Figure 1. Recent water transported soil material following a heavy 
rain in a cultivated wheatland. The soils seem to be very 
susceptible to soil erosion. 

CUltivated (Site A} and native grassland (Site B) sites were select
ed to represent soils formed in fine textured, varved glaciolacustrine 
deposits. Site A, located in sec. 34, Tp 37, Rg 24, W3 Mer., is situa
ted south of Unity, and is mapped as Reg ina Heavy Clay by Mitchell et 
al. (1944) • It extends through both a closed and an open drainage sys
tem and has been cultivated approximately 70 years. Site B, in Sec. 16, 
Tp. 20, Rg. 13, W3 Mer., is located east of Kyle at the International 
Biological Progranme Station (Coupland et al., 1974). It is mapped as 
Sceptre Heavy Clay by Ayres et al. (1983). There are approximately 1. 7 
million hectares of Reg ina and Sceptre soils in Saskatchewan (Table 1) • 
Of this total, nearly 0 .5 million hectares occur on mixed undulating and 
rolling top::Jgraphic phases. 

Table 1. Approximate extent, in hectares, cccupied by the Sceptre and 
Regina associations and their t.opo;raphic phases (Mitchell et 
al., 1944). 

Soil Association 

Sceptre 

Regina 

Undulating and 
Undulating gently rolling Rolling 

TOtal 
Area 

560,631 

766,582 

221,978 

120,843 

83,449 866,058 

- 887,426 
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Transects were selected at each site so that the slope width was al
nost rectilinear to minimize cross-directional slope effects. Foor such 
transects were selected at Site A. The first A-A 1 (Fig. 2) extends 
through the closed as well as the open draina:Je systems characterizing 
this site. Two additional transects paralleled this first transect and 
one ran oormal to it. A total of 65 profiles were examined alon:J these 
transects with a hydraulic soil corer. Soil properties were recorded 
according to the cansrs manaul (Dumanski, 1978). Topographic ·profiles 
were constructed alon:J each transect utilizing a theodalite, rod, and 
steel tape to obtain horizontal and vertical measurements for each soil 
observation site. 

TWO transects were selected at Site B to represent canparable slopes 
to those at Site A. A total of 22 s::>ils were examined on these tran
sects. 

Falr profiles were selected alon:J transect A-A 1 at Site A and one 
profile from Site B to enable laboratory characterization of same of the 
soils. The pH was measured in saturated pa9te and electrical conducti
vity from the saturation extract. Cation exchange capacity was deter
mined by the BaCl -triethanolamine technique. Total carbon was obtained 
usin:J dry combustton and inorganic carbon with a titrimetric meth<Xl1 the 
difference between the two represented organic carbon. Total nitrogen 
was by the semi-mdcro procedure and particle size analysis by the pi
pette methcrl follCMing the renoval of soluble salts, carbonates and 
organic matter. Details for each of these methcrls are presented in 
M::Kea:JUe (1978) • 

'Itle relationship of soil depth and slope gradient facilitated the 
subdivision of slopes into erosional and sedimentation segments. The 
curve fittin:,;J technique employed by Ruhe and Walker (1968} was used to 
determine the appropriate linear or polyrunial emperical equations. 
Under the same gradient the difference in A horizon thickness between 
cultivated and native grassland conditions represented the extent of 
erosion under cultivation. 

The soils studied are formed in glaciolacustrine sediments and are 
characterized by a definite, homogeneous grumic A horizon which has a 
granular structure at the surface. The A horizon overlies a physically 
disrupted c horizon. The boondary. between the two is often sharp, 
althoogh in some soils it was diffuse and an PC. or CA horizon was re
cognized. At depth, prominent varving with partial physical disruption 
appeared. Large cracks and slickensides were ample ~idence for the 
shrink and swell activity in these soils. Except for the granular sur
face, structurally, the soils were apedal, especially near the surface. 
Weak pedality was observed in the lower, drier part of the s::>il. 
~ of the principal chemical and physical properties of these 

soils are presented in Table 2. All soils are clay to heavy clay tex
ture with virtually no sand being present and are weakly calcareous at 
the surface with trends to increasing calcareousness, with depth. Or
ganic matter in the form of organic carbon and nitrogen decreases gra
dually with depth throogh the A horizon and :rrore abruptly in the PC. and 
C horizons. There a};Pears to be considerably :rrore organic matter in the 
A horizons at the native grassland site than under cultivation. Also, 
at the cultivated sites, there is nearly dooble the anount of organic 
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Table 2. Sane physical and chemical characteristics of the· selected soils 
(profiles 10, 12, 18, 33) fran A-A' transect (cultivated roils) aiXi a 
roil (profile 2) fran the native grassland (Matador). 

HOrizcn and 
depth 

API< 
Ak 
.l\Ck 

Ckl 

Csk2 

Csk3 

em 

o- 7 

7- 22 

22- 46 
46- 85 

85-150 
15Q-210 

Q-ll 

11- 20 
Cskl 20- 45 

Csk2 45- 75 

IICSkl 75-120 
IICSk2 12Q-165 

IICSk3 165-205 

Apk o- 10 
Ak 10- so 
N:sk so- go 
CAsk 9Q-105 

Csk 105-175 
IICsk 175-220 

Apk Q-15 

Akl 15- 35 
Ak2 35- 60 

Ak3 6Q- 80 

Ak4 so- 94 
.IIJ:sk 94-llS 

CAsk 118-125 

IICSkl 125-140 
IICSk2 140-180 
IICsk3 lSQ-205 

Ahkl o- 2 

Ahkl 2- 7 

Ahk2 7- 18 

Ahk3 18- 50 
Ahk4 so- 80 

ACsk 8Q-102 

Csk 102-130 
Ckl 13Q-150 
Ck2 150-183 

Particle Size 
Distribution Organic 

Matter 
N C 

Total Fme 
SandSiltCJ.ay Clay 

3 37 

1 44 

0 44 

0 so 
3 47 

2 17 

2 34 

0 43 

0 51 

0 47 
0 43 
0 46 

0 43 

4 33 
2 32 
0 33 

0 32 
0 28 
0 21 

5 39 
4 38 

4 38 

3 38 

1 42 
0 48 
0 42 

0 40 
0 41 

0 42 

4 32 

3 26 
3 22 

3 22 

2 20 

l 19 

1 20 
0 21 
0 17 

% 
Site A PrOfile lD 

60 27 0.18 1.34 2.2 

55 34 0.14 0.92 4.6 
56 28 0.08 0.52 5.5 

50 23 0.05 0.29 4.0 
50 25 0.05 0.34 4.1 

81 38 0.07 0.22 5.9 

Site A Pl:ofiJ.e 12 
64 31 0.18 1.31 0.3 

57 31 0.08 0.90 3.0 

49 24 0.05 0.44 4.7 

53 26 0.05 0.32 3.9 

57 26 0.06 0.51 3.8 
54 24 0.05 0.45 3.5 

57 27 0.06 0.42 3.5 

Site A Profile 18 

63 23 0.18 1.19 0.4 
66 38 0.12 0.84 4.0 
66 34 0.08 0~92 3.6 

67 35 0.06 0.63 3.8 
72 37 0.07 0.77 2.5 

79 39 0.09 0.60 2.0 

Site A Profile 33 

56 30 0.28 2.30 0.0 

58 39 0.20 1.64 1.2 
58 40 0.13 0.85 5.3 

60 37 0.09 0.64 5·.5 

57 32 0.07 0.58 5.5 
51 30 0.06 0.49 4.8 
58 28 0.07 0.68 3.0 

60 26 0.06 0.75 3.1 

59 25 0.06 0.56 3.0 
58 26 0.06 0.52 3.1 

Site B Pl:ofile 2 

63' 14 0.42 4.83 0.1 

71 25 0.24 2.42 1.2 

74 45 0.17 1.33 4.6 
76 46 0.14 0.90 5.1 

78 47 0.12 0.91 6.1 

80 45 0.09 0.83 5.9 
79 40 0.08 0.73 5.3 
79 39 0.08 0.77 5.9 
83 42 o.o7 o.8s s.1 

pH 

7.6 

7.7 
7.8 
7.8 

7.7 
7.7 

7.7 
7.7 
7.7 

7.7 
7.7 

7.6 

7.6 

7.7 
7.7 
7.5 

7.6 
7.5 

7.6 

6.8 

7.2 
7.8 
8.0 

a.o 
7.7 

7.7 
7.7 

7.6 

7.5 

6.9 
7.4 

7.7 
7.8 
7.9 

7.6 

7.6 
7.6 
7.6 

E.C.1 
dSn-: 

0.7 

0.7 

0.7 
.0.4 

7.8 

7.3 

0.8 

0.7 

3.4 

s.o 

6.1 
6.4 

5.5 

0.8 
0.7 
4.0 
4.3 

4.0 

3.9 

0.5 

0.7 
0.7 
0.7 

1.2 
4.7 

5.1 
5.4 

I 

5.1 
4.8 

0.9 

0.6 

0.5 

0.5 
0.8 

4.0 
4.2 

4.0 
3.8 

33.6 

37.7 

30.5 
28.0 

31.8 

38.2 

38.4 

30.8 

25.9 

27.5 
30.0 
29.0 

29.1 

38.7 
38.6 
32.9 

37.6 

39.1 
39.7 

35.8 

34.7 
32.1 
32.4 

30.5 
30.7 
30.8 

32.6 
30.6 

29.7 

46.0 

45.8 

47.6 

45.0 

41.5 
35.6 

34.1 
41.6 
40.3 
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Table 3. Depth of the A.horizon, slope gradient and slope length along 
the A-A' transect at site A (cultivated soils}. 

Depth of Slope Slope Depth of Slope Slope 
A horizon Gradient length A horizon Gradient length 

Profile em % m Profile em % m 

Sedimentat:ial segment of Q:llplex segment (erosial 
open .system sedimentat:ial) of 

open system 
1 600 384 17 65 6.0 106 
2 400 1.6 284 18 so 6.3 82 
3 300 3.4 194 19 55 5.3 61 
4 80 4.0 146 20 55 5.6 43 
5 90 3.7 92 21 30 6.6 23 
6 60 4.7 36 22 70 1.9 0 
7 60 7.5 19 

ErCsial segment of 
open system Cklsed system 

8 25 6.9 284 23 60 2.0 23 
9 15 7.4 265 24 40 3.8 59 

10 22 7.4 243 25 >100 2.8 100 

ll 30 5.6 217 26 >200 o.o <140 
<126 

12 ll 6.1 202 27 >200 0.5 82 
13 8 7.1 181 28 60 2.5 38 

29 65 1.2 0 
Erosial segment with cw:vilinear 30 80 1.1 40 

width of the open system 31 90 1.1 83 
32 110 1.6 120 

14 30 3.0 163 33 94 2.3 137 
15 30 2.8 142 34 115 1.5 160 
16 30 3.9 123 Fence 199 

Table 4. Depth of the A horizon, slope gradient and slope length alon;J the 
B-B', C<' and D-D' transects in Site A (cultivated soils}. 

Depth of Slope Depth Slope 
A horiZal Slope l.en;Jth A horizon Slope length 

Profile em % m Profile em % m 

B-B' t:rausect 

31 55 0.2 38 150 
32 165 2.3 39 20 5.1 
33 75 4.5 40 45 6.3 
34 7 6.2 41 45 0.3 
35 20 4.3 42 50 1.8 
13 8 3.2 43 65 
36 20 2.1 44 20 6.9 
37 20 9.7 465 6 5.1 

C-<:' transect 

Fence 237 
51 260 2.5 228 55 120 4.3 n 
52 150 1.8 196 56 60 4.4 39 
53 130 5.6 162 57 80 4.0 0 
54 20 4.1 121 

o-o• transect 

1 70 4.0 183 6 10 9.0 54 
2 50 6.6 140 7 30 6.7 33 
3 35 6.3 ll8 8 70 3.5 0 
4 30 7.2 96 9 100 1.7 3-7 
5 25 9.0 74 
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matter in the A horizons in sedimentation areas than in the canparable 
horizons of soils in the erosive segm:nt of slopes. These grumic A 
horizons are free of salts, hewever, salt concentrations and associated 
gypsum increased considerably at the contact of the A and C horizons. 
Cation exchange capacity values are high for all A and Cl horizons. 

'llle relationship of the thickness of the A horizon material to slope 
gradient and length for the four transects at site A and two transects 
at site B are presented in Tables 3, 4, and 5, respectively. These 
relationships are presented graphically in Figures 2 to 4. 

It is very apparent in Figures 2 and 3 that the thickness of the A 
horizon is very dependent upon position on the slope and the slope gra
dient. Considering the open system portion of A-A' transect, for ex
ample, the A horizon is approximately 70 em thick on the sumnit, mere 
slopes are nearly 2%. It decreases to as little as 8 em, with an aver
age of 17 em in the backslope positions mere slopes approach 7 .5%. 
There is an obvious increase in thickness of the A horizon in the foot
slope and toeslope positions with imreasing distame from the bottom of 
the backslope. At site 2, the materials examined appeared to be similar 
to A horizon material to a depth of 340 on. The C horizon was not 
reached at either this site or site 1, the thickness of the A being 
calculated by slope projections. 

Table 5. Depth of the A horizon, slope gradient and slope length at 
site B (native grasslarrl roils) • 

Depth of Slope Depth Slope 
A horizon Slope lell3th A horizon Slope lell3th 

Profile em % m Profile on % m 
1 87 1.1 0 12 65 1.9 67 
2 81 1.0 21 13 75 1.2 46 
3 85 1.4 43 14 85 0.3 25 
4 80 2.7 62 15 88 0.1 0 
5 65 3.2 82 16 95 0.0 156 
6 70 2.5 102 17 92 7.4 136 
7 60 5.1 123 18 75 6.7 117 
8 90 0.0 157 19 84 4.5 98 
9 75 3 .. 3 137 20 75 3.5 78 

10 65 9.8 127 21 95 1.8 58 
ll 60 3.0 96 22 93 0.3 0 

There is a fence line and a trail parallel to it between sites 5 and 
6 on transect A-A' • This created a trap for sediments as evidenced by 
the acctmUlation of as much as 25 em of sediment in sone areas fran a 
storm just prior to the study. In closed drain;:ge systems, irrlicated on 
transect A-A', the the sam: relationships prevail between the thickness 
of the A horizon and slope positions, gradient and lell3th. 

Transect B-B' runs perpendicular to A-A' and shews, as illustrated 
in Fig. 3A, the erosional slopes aloll3 the gully sides and depositional 
slopes in the gully bottom. As can be seen in Fig. 3B, representing 
transect c-c I I there is a gradual increase in thickness of A horizon in 
the gully bottom, as it exterrls from its upper to lower reaches. 

Transect D-D', shewn in Fig. 3C, is intended to duplicate the ero
sional segm:nt of transect A-A' • It shews rcore clearly than the latter 
the effect of slope position, gradient and length on A horizon thick
ness. 
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the transeets studied in the cultivated 
soils (abo<Je) and a topographic cross-section alo~ the A-A' 

transect (belC7N) • 
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Figure 3. Topcgraphic cross-sections alor:g the B-B 1 (A) ,· c-c 1 (B) and 
D-D' (C) transects. Note the thickening of the A horizon in 
gully bottom indicating the 5edirrentation even in higher 
slope gradients. 
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Under native grassland an entirely different pattern of A horizon 
thicknesses em;rge (Fig. 4). There is oot as great a dependency between 
A horizon thickness and slope characteristics as exenplified by nearly 
the same thickness in the valley bottoms as on summit positions am only 
a slight thiming along backslopes. 

SITE 8 

6 

-100 300 
m 

. Figure 4. Top:lgraphic cross-Sections alo~ 0 the tWo transects examined 
intersecting at an· angle _of 53 (in the native grassland 
soils (Site B)] ,. shewing a relatively uniform thickness of 
the A horizons. 

Landform or slope analysis has enabled a greater uooerstanding of 
the genesis and especially erosional processes in grumic, clay soils • 

. It has been documented by Christiansen (1979) that these clay soils have 
forned in glacial lakes forned on the retreat of the l.a:st ice sheet. 
The lake deposits appear bo represent a blanket of material overlying 
glacial till. It is oot clear whether the open draina;e systems studied 
were created by erosion following the drainage of the glacial lake or 
whether the glacial lake was formed on an erosional surface. The thin 
clay deposits in the backslope position at site A is evidence that con
siderable erosion has taken place since geological deposition; perhaps 
much of it prior to the initiation of soil formation.. · 
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Considerable variation in the thickness of A horizons was found un
der cultivated conditions. Erosion and sedimentation, S)lely, are oot 
the only processes controlling the thickness of the A horizon. Presum
ably the thickness is also a fumtion of the effective depth of shrink
swell activity as induced by noisture conditions. It follows, then, 
that some of the thickening of this horizon in lower slopes can be at
tributed to nore noist conditions. Some indication of the influence of 
slope can be ascertained by catparing the 90 em thick A horizon on the 
sumnit to the 55 em thick horizon on a 9.0 backslope at the native 
grassland site. This 35 em difference could be largely attributed to 
the effect of slope and noisture regime. 

By catparing the thickness of the A horizon on canparable slopes 
between the cultivated and native grassland sites, it is possible to 
estimate the extent of historic erosion (since cultivation began 
approximately 70 years ago) un:ier cultivated land use. For exarrple, 
under cultivation the A horizon is 70 em thick on the summit and only 12 
em thick on a 9% backslope (Table 6) • When canpared to the depths in 
grassland conditions mentioned ~e, it is clear that there has been a 
15 em loss fran the sumnit and a 40 em loss fran the backslope. The 
same kinds of canpar isons can be made to show the influence of other 
slope parameters on A horizon thickness and erosion. 

Table 6. Soil losses as a function of slope gradient in the erosion 
segment of hillslope. 

Slope gradient Native Grassland Olltivated Erosion 
% em 

--
1 82.4 80.8 1.6 

2 75.9 64.2 11.7 

3 70.4 49.8 20.6 

4 65.7 38.5 27.2 

5 62.0 29.4 32.6 

6 59.2 22.7 36.5 

7 57.4 18.5 38.9 

8 56.4 16.8 39.6 
.... 

A series of polyrnnial equations have been developed to provide a 
mathematical expression of erosion or sedimentation as a function of 
slope position, gradient and length. In developing these equations, 
observation points which did not clearly represent a single slope gra
dient but which were un:ier "cross-directional" (curvilinear) effects 
were ignored. 

Equations 1 and 2 indicate the effect of slope gradient, x, in per 
cent, on the thickness of the A horizon, yl and y2, un:ier native grass
land and cultivated corrlitions, respectively. The difference 
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yl = 89.7- 7.9x + 0.5x~ 
y2 = 99.9 - 20.3x + 1.2x2 
y3 = -10.1 + 12.5x - o.ax 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

between the two represents the extent of historic ·erosion as a fun:::tion 
of slope gradient (Equation 3, Fig. 5) • These equations apply to the 
erosional segments of hill slopes, such as depicted as sumnit, shoulder 
and backslope in Fig. 2. 0 
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Figure 5. Relationship of slope gradient to A horizon thickness in the 
cultivated (Site A) and the native grassland soils (Site B)~ 
'!he vertical distance· between the two curves are assumed to 
be the· transported material due to roil erosion. 

It is apparent fran a casual observation of Fig. 6 (A, B) that the 
thickness of the A horizon in the sediment receiving portions of the 
slope is closely related · to the length of the slope as well as the 
gradient. Two equations (one polyrnnial and the other linear) have been 
developed to express these relationships. Equation 4 indicates the 
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. thickness of the A her izon y, in the rece~v~ng area as a fun::.:tion of 
slope gradient, in per cent. Equation 5 presents a similar relationship 
for slope length. 

Y = 712 - 225x + 17x2 

y = 17.4 + 55.2x 

(4) 

(5) 

While the al::lov'e equations are useful in estimating gains or losses 
of soil materials for a given position in the landscape they do oot at
tempt to be applicable on an areal basis. It woold require a 3-d inten
sional landscape analysis to meet such a requirement. 

It is interesting to canpare losses predicted by the al::lov'e equations 
with other calculated values for prairie soils. Assuming the soils at 
site A were f!:Iltivated for 70 years, it is possible to calculate a loss 
of 7.4 ~/m jyr or 0.57 cmjyr for a 7.5% slope. Similarly, a loss of 
2.1 kgjm /~ or 0.16 cmjyr is estimated for a 2% slope. LOsses of 0.9 
to 1.6 kg/m jyr fran. koolls have been reported by Begg {1982). 

A 
6 8 

~0 

~---Y • 7.12- 2.25x + O.Jex2 

r • 0.98 
-E 300 -
~ 250 1-
(!) 
z 200 lU 
..J 

lU 
150 

0.. y•l7.38+55.15x g 100 
{/) 

r • 0.97 

50 

• 
0 2 3 4 5 6 0 2 3 4 5 6 

SLOPE % DEPTH OF A HORIZON 
MATERIAL (m) 

Figure 6. Relationships of slope gradient to depth of deposited mater
ial (A) and depth to slope length {B) in the cultivated soils 
(Site A, open part of the A-A' transect) • 

canparative losses of carbon and nitrogen are also possible. Calcu
lations based on values for these parameters presented for profiles 10, 
12, 18 in the backslope position of transect A-A' shCM a 41% decrease in 
orgariic matter or a 0. 65 tonjhajyr loss canpared to site 33 in the nore 
stable position on the same transect. The loss of nitrogen in the same 
landscape segment is approximately 35%, representing 65 kgjha/yr. 
According to Toogood and. Newton (1950) the relative loss of organic 
matter and nitrogen in soils in the canadian prairies was 20% for Dark 
BrCMn and Black soils and 30% for Luvisolic soils, for a 22-year period. 
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Under a 70-year cultivation perioo, voroney et al. (1981) have estimated 
losses of 35% organic matter and 25-30% nitrogen. These values are 
somewhat lower than those reported for the grumic clay s:>ils in this 
study. 

One last consideration of the effect of erosion on soil quality re
lates to the proximity of the salt layer to the surface. As has been 
stated earlier, the salt layer begins at the base of the A horizon or 
the contact of the A an:l C horions. As such, salts woold normally be at 
least 60-70 em beneath the surface in the native grassland site. As the 
A horizon is eroded, the salt layer progresse:j_ to the surface and as 
indicated qy conductivities greater than 4 ds m- are encountered within 
50 em of the surface under cultivation {Table 2). 

Grumic clay s:>ils in southwestern Saskatchewan have an A horizon 
which varies little in morphology or thickness under native grassland 
coooitions. Under cultivation, however, the thickness is dependent upon 
several key landscape pararooters. A close landscape analysis has in<ii
cated severe erosional losses under cultivation and has provided values 
for sediment and organic matter losses that are in close agreement with 
estimates for other soils in the province. The relationships reported 
herein tend to the further suggestion that there shoold be a greater 
awareness of landscape considerations in all erosion studies. 

The study also provides information in establishing the phases of 
clay soil associations for mapping purposes. 
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The relative thickness of the grumic A horizon in native grassland 
and cultivated clay roils in southwestern Saskatchewan was studied to 
estimate the extent of erosion and evaluate the relationship between 
slope characteristics, erosion and sedimentation. It has been sham 
that un:ler similar gradient in the erosional portion of slopes the 
thickness of the A horizon is less under cultivated than native grass
land conditions whereas in the sedimentation portion the thickness of 
the A horizon is greater under cuJ.tivation. Erosion equations were 
developed which ~icated 7.4 kgjm /yr or 0.57 cmjyr and erosional 
losses of 2.1 kgjm /yr or 0.16 cmjyr fran a 2% backslope. 

calculated losses of organic matter fran the most severely eroded 
slopes am::>Unted to 0. 65 tonjhajyr. Canparable losses of nitrogen were 
65 kg)ha/yr. This represents a 41% and 35% loss in organic matter and 
nitrogen, respectively, un:ler nearly 20 years of cultivation. In addi
tion to these obvious effects of erosion on soil quality, it was also 
observed that the saline layer which is present at depth in these clay 
soils comes progressively closer to the surface with in::reased erosion. 
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